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Abstract

There are large-scale variations of the GC-content along mammalian chromosomes that have been called isochore

structures. Primates and rodents have different isochore structures, which suggests that these lineages exhibit different

modes of GC-content evolution. It has been shown that, in the human lineage, GC-biased gene conversion (gBGC), a neutral

process associated with meiotic recombination, acts on GC-content evolution by influencing A or T to G or C substitution

rates. We computed genome-wide substitution patterns in the mouse lineage from multiple alignments and compared them
with substitution patterns in the human lineage. We found that in the mouse lineage, gBGC is active but weaker than in the

human lineage and that male-specific recombination better predicts GC-content evolution than female-specific

recombination. Furthermore, we were able to show that G or C to A or T substitution rates are predicted by a combination

of different factors in both lineages. A or T to G or C substitution rates are most strongly predicted by meiotic recombination

in the human lineage but by CpG odds ratio (the observed CpG frequency normalized by the expected CpG frequency) in the

mouse lineage, suggesting that substitution patterns are under different influences in primates and rodents.
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Introduction

In mammals, the genomic GC-content (fraction of G and C

bases) is not homogeneous: it exhibits large-scale variations
that have been called isochore structures (Bernardi et al.

1985; Bernardi 2000; Eyre-Walker and Hurst 2001; Lander

et al. 2001; Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium et al.

2002). These structures are linked with several genomic and

functional features such as intron length, gene, and trans-

posable element density (Duret et al. 1995; Duret and

Galtier 2009). Several models have been proposed to ex-

plain these variations: some based on natural selection
(Bernardi et al. 1985; Bernardi 2000, 2007; Lercher et al.

2003) and others on neutral processes like variations of mu-

tation patterns (Filipski 1988; Wolfe et al. 1989; Eyre-Walker

and Hurst 2001) or GC-biased gene conversion (later desig-

nated as gBGC) (Galtier et al. 2001; Galtier and Duret 2007;

Duret and Galtier 2009). In humans, it has been well estab-

lished that gBGC plays an important role in GC-content evo-

lution (Meunier and Duret 2004; Duret and Arndt 2008).
GC-biased gene conversion is a mechanism associated

with meiotic recombination that affects the fixation of single

nucleotide mutations (Marais 2003; Duret and Galtier

2009). Meiotic recombination is initiated by a double-strand

break in one chromosome of a chromosomal pair. This dou-

ble-strand break is repaired by the invasion of the homolo-

gous region of the sister chromosome, which then serves as

template for DNA synthesis and repair by gene conversion

(the copy and paste of one DNA fragment into another).

During this process, strands from two sister chromosomes

are paired together, which may result in mismatches occur-

ring if the corresponding locus is heterozygote. It has been

shown that the mismatch repair mechanism is biased to-

ward G and C bases: it will repair, for example, a G:T mis-

match more often into G:C than into A:T (Brown and Jiricny

1988; Bill et al. 1998). This will lead to an unequal segrega-

tion of alleles, G and C alleles segregating at higher frequen-

cies than A and T alleles, which will result in a fixation bias

(Nagylaki 1983) favoring G and C alleles associated with

meiotic recombination (Marais 2003; Montoya-Burgos

et al. 2003): high recombination will increase A or T (weak

or W) / G or C (strong or S) substitution rates and decrease

S/W substitution rates. This fixation bias can be mistaken

for natural selection (Nagylaki 1983; Pollard et al. 2006;

Galtier and Duret 2007).

Most studies on the precise impact of meiotic recombi-

nation and gBGC on substitution patterns focused on
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primates and humans (Meunier and Duret 2004; Arndt et al.
2005; Webster et al. 2005; Duret and Arndt 2008; Pozzoli

et al. 2008; Tyekucheva et al. 2008; Galtier et al. 2009),

some generating genome-wide substitution patterns for

the human lineage from multiple alignments (Duret and

Arndt 2008). Using the same strategy, it is now possible

to estimate substitution patterns in the rodent lineage

and evaluate the impact of recombination and gBGC on

substitution patterns.
Several studies have shown that GC-rich isochores are

vanishing in primates and rodents: the GC-content of

GC-rich regions is decreasing (Duret et al. 2002; Smith

and Eyre-Walker 2002; Belle et al. 2004). The main hypoth-

esis to explain this decline is that at the time of mammalian

radiation, chromosomal rearrangements, especially fusions,

caused chromosomal arms to become longer (Nakatani

et al. 2007). As there is a minimum of one crossover per
chromosomal arm per meiosis (Petronczki et al. 2003), lon-

ger chromosomal arms have lower meiotic recombination

rates (Kaback 1996; de Villena and Sapienza 2001; Coop

and Przeworski 2007). Mouse and rat genomes (murid ro-

dents), for example, have longer chromosomal arms and

lower meiotic recombination rates than primates (Jensen-

Seaman et al. 2004; Li and Freudenberg 2009). These fu-

sions are thought to have caused gBGC to be less prominent
in mammals and GC-rich isochores to decline. This decline

appears to be specific to primates and murid rodents

(Romiguier et al. 2010). However, murid rodents appear

to have different GC-content evolution compared with pri-

mates: they have more homogeneous GC-content, which

has been called the minor shift (Mouchiroud et al. 1988;

Robinson et al. 1997; Mouse Genome Sequencing Consor-

tium et al. 2002; Smith and Eyre-Walker 2002; Gibbs et al.
2004).

Comparing substitution patterns in primates and murid

rodents can help us understand the precise influence of

chromosomal organization on substitution patterns and also

how other factors influence substitution patterns. For exam-

ple, it has been shown in the human lineage that replication

timing (Chen et al. 2010) and CpG dinucleotide density

(Walser et al. 2008; Walser and Furano 2010) are associated
with substitution patterns.

In this study, we computed genome-wide substitution

patterns in the mouse lineage from multiple alignments

and analyzed to what extent they are predicted by meiotic

recombination and other genomic factors. We repeated this

analysis in the human lineage. We were able to show that

gBGC is active in the mouse lineage but weak compared

with the human lineage. Using powerful statistical methods,
we were able to show that, in both lineages, different fac-

tors predict substitution patterns. In the human lineage,

W/S substitution rates are mostly predicted by meiotic re-

combination, whereas in the mouse lineage, they are mostly

predicted by CpG odds ratio.

Materials and Methods

Multiple Alignments and Substitution Patterns

We computed substitution patterns in both human and

mouse lineages using genome-wide triple alignments as fol-

lows. We divided all human and mouse autosomes into 1

Mbp nonoverlapping windows. We retrieved the Pecan

10 amniotes multiple alignments available at the Ensembl

database (version 56) corresponding to each window and

restricted these to the analysis of the following species: hu-

man, chimpanzee, and macaque for the analysis of the hu-

man lineage, mouse, rat, and human for the analysis of the

mouse lineage. For both analyses, we masked all exons from

our alignments using the Ensembl database annotation (ver-

sion 56, mouse genome version mm9, human genome ver-

sion hg19). We did not mask repeated elements from our

alignments.

We inferred substitution rates for each window as fol-

lows. We used a maximum likelihood-based method (Arndt

et al. 2003; Arndt and Hwa 2005; Duret and Arndt 2008),

which does not assume that the substitution process is time

reversible, nor that sequence composition has yet reached

equilibrium. It also takes into account the fact that the meth-

ylated cytosine of a CpG dinucleotide is hypermutable:

C/T and G/A mutations occur approximately ten times

more frequently in CpGs than in non-CpGs (Bird 1978;

Giannelli et al. 1999). The method we used adds an addi-

tional rate parameter to represent this CpG substitution pro-

cess. We assumed complementary rates to be equal (A/G

5 T/C 5 AT/GC) and computed 7 substitution rates: 2

transition rates (AT/GC, GC/AT), 4 transversion rates

(AT/CG, AT/TA, GC/TA, GC/CG), and one CpG rate

(CpG/TpG/CpA). AT/GC and AT/CG substitution rates

were grouped together as Weak (W) / Strong (S) substi-

tution rates. GC/AT and GC/TA substitution rates were

grouped together as S/W substitution rates. A substitution

pattern consists of all substitution rates. We computed for

each substitution pattern an equilibrium GC-content or fu-

ture GC-content (later designated as GC*), which is the ex-

pected final GC-content if the sequence evolves with

a constant substitution pattern through time. It can be

viewed as the summary value of the substitution pattern.

We computed the following genomic features in each

window: GC-content, the distance to the telomere, the

CpG dinucleotide odds ratio (the observed CpG frequency

divided by the expected CpG frequency, later designated as

CpGodds), exon density (proportion of base pairs occupied

by exons in a window, later designated as Exons) as well as

SINE, LINE, and LTR transposable element densities (later

designated as SINEs, LINEs, and LTRs). We extracted cross-

over rates from high-quality genetic maps available for the

human genome (International HapMap Consortium et al.

2007) and the mouse genome (Shifman et al. 2006).
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Crossover (CO) rates were computed as the weighted aver-
age of CO rates of chromosomal regions that overlap the

window. We were able to extract sex-averaged CO rates

in the human genome, sex-averaged as well as male- and

female-specific CO rates in the mouse genome. Because

in the mouse lineage the CO rates and the distance to

the telomere exhibit a nonnormal distribution (supplemen-

tary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online), we computed

the logarithm of each of the CO rates (later designated
as LCO) as well as each of the distance to the telomere (des-

ignated as LDT) and used them for the remainder of the

study. We computed replication-timing values (RepTime)

from high-resolution replication-timing profiles available

for mouse embryonic stem cells (Hiratani et al. 2008) and

human embryonic stem cells (Ryba et al. 2010), as the

weighted median of replication-timing values of chromo-

somal regions that overlap the window. All genomic posi-
tions in the genetic maps and replication-timing profiles

were converted to the versions of the human genome

(hg19) and mouse genome (mm9) from which the align-

ments were computed using the liftOver tool available at

UCSC (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver).

We filtered windows as follows: we discarded windows

with less than 100 kbp of sites where all three species have

an aligned nucleotide, windows which overlapped centro-
meric regions, as well as windows without enough informa-

tion to compute CO rates or other genomic features.

Substitution rates and genomic factors were normalized

to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.

Principal Component Regression

We analyzed the link between substitution patterns and

nine genomic factors (GC-content, CO rates, distance to
the telomere, Exons, RepTime, SINEs, LINEs, LTRs, CpGodds)

using principal component regression (principal component

analysis followed by linear regression) as described below.

We first carried out principal component analysis in both hu-

man and mouse lineages on the nine genomic factors. In this

step, all factors were projected on nine orthogonal axes or

principal components. Each principal component is charac-

terized by an eigenvalue that determines how much of the
factor’s total variance this component explains and by an

eigenvector, with one entry per factor, each entry determin-

ing how important the factor is within the principal compo-

nent. Entries of an eigenvector were normalized such that

the sum of the square of the entries is equal to 1. All prin-

cipal components are independent and are ranked based on

the proportion of the variance of the factors they explain.

We performed two independent projections for the mouse
and human lineages. We then performed linear regressions,

using the principal components previously computed as fac-

tors and substitution rates computed in each lineage as var-

iables. We calculated for each linear regression the R2 of this

regression, as well as the R2 for each individual principal
component.

All statistics were performed using R (http://www

.r-project.org/). We used the R package pls to perform prin-

cipal component regression (Mevik and Wehrens 2007). We

used the R code of Drummond et al. (2006) to generate

figures and tables for principal component regression.

Results

GC-Content Is Decreasing in the Mouse Genome

We computed substitution patterns and GC* (equilibrium

GC-content) in both human and mouse lineages in 1

Mbp windows using triple alignments (for more details,

see the Materials and Methods section). After filtering

out windows without at least 100 kbp of sites where all

three species of the triple alignments share a nucleotide
and those overlapping centromeric regions, we obtained

1,594 windows containing more than 520 Mbp of analyz-

able sites in the mouse genome and 2,571 windows con-

taining more than 1,800 Mbp of analyzable sites in the

human genome. Results show that human and mouse

GC-content are evolving very differently (fig. 1).

We found a linear relationship between GC-content and

GC* in the human lineage. In GC-rich regions, GC-content
is decreasing (GC* is lower than GC-content), whereas in

GC-poor regions, GC-content is at equilibrium (GC* is equal

to GC-content). In the mouse lineage, the relationship be-

tween GC-content and GC* is not linear, illustrated by the

local LOWESS regression between the two variables (fig. 1).

We see that the GC-content is decreasing in GC-rich regions

but also in GC-poor regions. The GC-content in GC-inter-

mediate regions (GC-content equal to 0.42) is at equilib-
rium.

Because substitution patterns appear to be different in

both human and mouse lineages, we analyzed the influence

of meiotic recombination and of other factors on substitu-

tion patterns in both lineages.

gBGC Is Active in the Mouse Lineage

We applied the same methodology as previous studies and

analyzed the link between GC-content, GC*, and CO rates

(Meunier and Duret 2004; Duret and Arndt 2008).

We observe a positive correlation between GC-content

and CO rates in both lineages (table 1, supplementary tables

1–3, Supplementary Material online). To investigate the

cause and effect relationship between GC-content and mei-

otic recombination in the mouse lineage, we calculated cor-
relation coefficients between GC* and CO rates. We see

that these correlations are stronger than between GC-

content and CO rates (table 1, supplementary tables 1–3,

Supplementary Material online). We repeated this analysis

in the human lineage and found similar results. To compare
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our results with those of previous studies, correlation co-

efficients computed using CO in both human and mouse

lineages are available in the supplementary material

(Supplementary Material online).
We draw two conclusions from these results. First, since

GC* values are computed from substitution patterns and

not from current GC-content, these results show that in

the mouse lineage as well as the human lineage, meiotic re-

combination has an effect on GC-content evolution by act-

ing on substitution patterns. This is consistent with the

influence of gBGC on substitution patterns. We repeated this

analysis in the mouse lineage for male- and female-specific
CO rates, as well as using Spearman’s correlation coeffi-

cients and obtained similar results (supplementary tables

1–3, Supplementary Material online). We also obtained sim-

ilar results when using LDT as it is known to be a proxy mea-

sure of meiotic recombination rates (Duret and Arndt 2008)

(supplementary tables 4 and 5, Supplementary Material

online). The correlation between LDT and recombination is

negative, accordingly we observe negative correlations be-
tween LDT, GC-content, and GC* (supplementary tables 4

and 5, Supplementary Material online). Second, our results

suggest that the influence of meiotic recombination on sub-

stitution patterns is weaker in the mouse lineage than in the

human lineage because correlation coefficients are lower in

the mouse lineage. Also, in the mouse lineage, the correla-

tion coefficients between LCO and GC-content and between

LCO and GC* are much closer than in the human lineage.

One possible explanation is that the mouse genome has

lower meiotic recombination rates than the human ge-

nome (human median CO rate 5 1.34 cM/Mb, mouse me-

dian sex-averaged CO rate 5 0.64 cM/Mb, supplementary
fig. 1, Supplementary Material online).

Furthermore, in the mouse lineage, we can see that male-

specific CO rates correlate more strongly with current GC-

content or GC* than sex-averaged or female CO rates do

(supplementary tables 1–3, Supplementary Material online).

This indicates that male recombination has more influence

on substitution patterns than female recombination in the

mouse lineage, as previously observed in the human lineage
(Webster et al. 2005; Duret and Arndt 2008). We therefore

focused on male-specific CO rates in the mouse lineage for

the remainder of the study.

Because meiotic recombination only predicts a small frac-

tion of substitution rates in the mouse lineage, we investi-

gated how other genomic factors, such as GC-content,

replication timing, and transposable elements density, pre-

dict substitution rates in the mouse lineage and compared it
with the human lineage.

Different Factors Predict Substitution Patterns in
Both Human and Mouse Lineage

Because they have the most impact on GC* and GC-content

evolution, we focused on W/S and S/W substitution

rates in the human and mouse lineages and analyzed the

link between them and nine genomic factors (GC-content,

LCO, LDT, RepTime, Exons, SINEs, LINEs, LTRs, CpGodds).

Because these genomic factors are intercorrelated, using

multivariate linear regression will give unsatisfactory results.
We therefore performed principal component regression.

We first carried out one principal component analysis in

each lineage on the 9 factors to transform them into 9

independent (or orthogonal) principal components 9
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FIG. 1.—Relationship between GC-content and GC* in the human (left panel) and mouse (right panel) lineages. The dashed line represents the

GC-content = GC* relationship.

Table 1

Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Sex-Averaged CO Rates

Human LCO Mouse LCO

R R2 P Value R R2 P Value

GC-content 0.361 0.131 ,10�15 0.188 0.035 ,10�13

GC* 0.634 0.402 ,10�15 0.204 0.042 ,10�15
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(designated as PC), each being a linear combination of the 9
genomic factors. Supplementary Figure 4 (Supplementary

Material online) shows the eigenvectors of the first two prin-

cipal components in the human and mouse lineages. We

then used these components to build multivariate linear re-

gressions for W/S and S/W substitution rates, where the

substitution rate is the response variable and the compo-

nents are the predictors and computed how much of the

variable’s variance each principal component predicts (for
details, see Materials and Methods).

We see that in both human and mouse lineages, substi-

tution patterns are predicted by different factors. In the hu-

man lineage, W/S substitution rates are most strongly

predicted by a component (PC2), which is mostly composed

of LCO and LDT, two proxy measures of meiotic recombina-

tion (R2 5 0.55, fig. 2 and table 2). This result can be inter-

preted as reflecting the influence of gBGC on W/S
substitution. In the mouse lineage, a component (PC6) which

is dominated by CpG odds ratio rather than by measures

of meiotic recombination, most strongly predicts W/S sub-
stitution rates (R2 5 0.35, fig. 2 and table 3). This result can

be interpreted as reflecting gBGC only having a very limited

impact on W/S substitution in the mouse lineage. Other

principal components like the first component also explain

a small proportion of the variance of the substitution rates

in the mouse lineage (R2 5 0.10, fig. 2, table 3).

In the human lineage, S/W substitution rates are

most strongly predicted by the first two principal compo-
nents (R2 5 0.37 and 0.15, respectively, fig. 2 and table

2). In contrast, in the mouse lineage, S/W substitution

rates are most strongly predicted by the first principal com-

ponent (R2 5 0.72, fig. 2 and table 3). In both lineages, the

first component is composed by several factors (tables 2 and

3). Results for individual substitution rates and GC* can be

found in supplementary tables 7 and 8 and supplementary

figure 5 (Supplementary Material online).
These results are similar to what we observe when we

analyze the data using a conventional linear regression-
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FIG. 2.—Principal component regression for W/S substitution rates (top row) and S/W substitution rates (bottom row) in the human (left

column) and the mouse (right column) lineages. The height of each bar represents how much of the variable’s variance the corresponding component

explains. Each colored area is proportional to the relative importance of the corresponding factor inside a component.
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based method which computes the relative contribution to

variability explained (RCVE) for each genomic factor (for

more information, see supplementary materials, Supple-

mentary Material online). In the human lineage, AT/GC

and AT/CG rates are most strongly predicted by CO rates,

whereas these rates are most strongly predicted by CpG

odds ratio in the mouse lineage. Moreover, the regression
slope between AT/GC or CG rates and CpG odds ratio

is positive in the mouse lineage (supplementary figs. 2

and 3, Supplementary Material online).

Discussion

Choice of Outgroup

The method we use to infer substitution rates in one lineage

uses triple alignments: it compares two sister species and

uses an outgroup to infer the two sister’s ancestral state.

To study the mouse lineage, we compared mouse and rat

and used human as an outgroup. The mouse–rat–human

divergence time is between 85 and 95 My. The mouse–

rat divergence time is between 16 and 19 My (Poux et al.

2006; Huchon et al. 2007). Using human as an outgroup

may cause to infer incorrect substitution rates in the long

mouse lineage. However, human was chosen as an out-
group for the mouse lineage as the closest available high-

coverage genome to mouse and rat. One of the closest re-

lated species to mouse and rat which complete genome has

been published and aligned to other placentals is the guinea

pig (Cavia porcellus). It is, however, a 6.79� low-coverage

genome. Furthermore, the divergence time between

mouse, rat, and guinea pig is around 60 My (Poux et al.

2006; Huchon et al. 2007), which is close to the mouse,
rat, and human divergence time. Preliminary results ob-

tained using guinea pig or kangaroo rat as outgroups were

Table 2

Results of Principal Component Regression on W/S and S/W Substitution Rates in the Human Lineage

Principal Components

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 All

% of variance explained (R2)

W/S 0.69*** 55.68*** 0.23* 0.12* 0.07* 1.15*** 0.34** 0.03 1.77*** 60.08***

S/W 36.98*** 15.27*** 1.09*** 0.20* 2.19*** 0.34** 0.33** 0.03 1.77*** 58.19***

% contribution

GC 16.5 1.2 0.2 1.6 0.1 10.8 1.9 40.3 27.4

LCO 2.2 34.3 30.1 28.3 0.1 1.9 0.0 0.5 2.4

LDT 3.9 36.7 9.2 16.5 2.0 16.1 0.0 9.1 6.5

RepTime 10.6 12.6 8.3 1.4 13.3 39.0 11.6 1.6 1.5

Exons 11.1 5.7 12.2 3.3 53.7 2.0 5.2 6.5 0.2

SINEs 15.2 3.6 2.5 0.0 4.3 0.0 59.0 15.3 0.0

LINEs 14.7 0.7 2.5 4.1 15.7 21.8 22.1 17.3 1.2

LTRs 9.5 3.8 31.3 36.4 9.9 7.9 0.1 1.0 0.0

CpGodds 16.2 1.4 3.6 8.4 0.8 0.5 0.0 8.4 60.4

NOTE.—Factors that contribute for at least 20% of the component are indicated in bold. *P value , 0.05; **P value , 10�5; ***P value , 10�10.

Table 3

Results of Principal Component Regression on W/S and S/W Substitution Rates in the Mouse Lineage

Principal Components

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 All

% of variance explained (R2)

W/S 10.30*** 2.40*** 2.42*** 0.68** 0.14* 35.67*** 0.89** 0.46* 0.03 52.98***

S/W 72.61*** 0.16* 0.30** 0.03 0.33** 0.38** 1.68*** 0.34** 3.69*** 79.52***

% contribution

GC 17.5 0.1 0.0 0.6 8.6 8.2 13.2 15.4 36.4

LCO 2.5 22.6 24.6 49.8 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0

LDT 2.6 36.1 8.1 42.7 5.4 2.6 2.4 0.1 0.0

RepTime 14.9 5.7 0.0 0.1 0.7 0.1 62.7 14.7 1.2

Exons 12.5 6.8 0.0 1.6 63.7 6.3 5.9 0.5 2.8

SINEs 17.5 1.7 0.4 0.1 1.0 2.0 2.9 68.9 5.4

LINEs 17.0 1.2 2.3 0.3 17.0 0.7 9.9 0.0 51.6

LTRs 0.1 25.6 64.4 4.4 2.2 0.2 1.5 0.3 1.4

CpGodds 15.3 0.3 0.0 0.4 1.4 79.8 1.4 0.1 1.3

NOTE.—Factors that contribute for at least 20% of the component are indicated in bold. *P value , 0.05; **P value , 10�5; ***P value , 10�10.
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very similar to results obtained using human as an outgroup
(data not shown). Moreover, mouse–rat–human triple align-

ments are much cleaner and contain more sites where the

three species share a nucleotide than alignments with

guinea pig or kangaroo rat. We therefore used mouse–

rat–human triple alignments to infer substitution patterns

in the mouse lineage. Moreover, the method we used to in-

fer substitution rates (Arndt et al. 2003; Arndt and Hwa

2005; Duret and Arndt 2008) is based on maximum likeli-
hood, which makes it robust to long lineage as it allows mul-

tiple substitutions at each site. It also imply time irreversibility

and nonstationary state and infers one substitution pattern

for each of the four branches of the rooted tree ([sister 1,

sister 2], outgroup).

Potential Effects of Outgroup Choice, Different
Timespans, and Density of Genetic Maps

Our results could be affected by the different timespans that

substitution patterns reflect in both human and mouse lin-

eages: human and chimpanzee diverged around 6 Ma,

whereas mouse and rat diverged between 16 and 19 Ma

(Poux et al. 2006; Huchon et al. 2007). CO rates computed

in the mouse genome may not well reflect past recombina-

tion as mouse and rat genomes underwent frequent chro-
mosomal rearrangements that affected their chromosomal

recombination patterns. Moreover, the outgroup for the

analysis of the mouse lineage is very distant, whereas the

outgroup for the analysis of the human lineage is much

closer: mouse and human diverged between 85 and 95

Ma, whereas human and macaque diverged between 27

and 33 Ma (Poux et al. 2006; Huchon et al. 2007). Another

potential source of bias is the different densities of genetic
maps available for human and mouse: the mouse maps con-

tain between 10,000 and 11,000 markers on autosomes

(approximately, one marker every 250 kbp), whereas the hu-

man map contains more than 3 million markers. To control

for all these sources of bias, we performed the following

analyses. We computed substitution patterns in the lineage

between the human–macaque ancestor and human, using

mouse as an outgroup (hereafter designated as the long hu-
man branch). At the same time, we computed new CO rates

the following way: we generated a low-density human ge-

netic map by sampling 11,000 random markers from the

original map and recomputed CO rates as described in

the Materials and Methods section. Results obtained for this

long branch are very similar to results obtained with the orig-

inal human branch. First, even though correlation coeffi-

cients between CO rates, GC-content and GC* are
slightly lower for the long branch than for the original

branch, the correlation between CO rates and GC* is stron-

ger than the correlations between CO rates and GC-content

(supplementary table 6, Supplementary Material online).

Moreover, LDT correlates more strongly with GC-content

and GC* in the long human branch than in the mouse lin-
eage. Second, principal component regression results of the

original branch and the long branch were very similar: in this

branch, the second component is the main predictor of

W/S substitution rates, whereas the first component is

the main predictor of S/W substitution rates (supplemen-

tary fig. 7, Supplementary Material online). We therefore

conclude that our results are not affected by the different

timespans between human and mouse lineages nor by dif-
ferent density of genetic maps.

Furthermore, it has been shown that there is a cryptic var-

iation of the mutation process in the human genome (Hodg-

kinson et al. 2009) that could cause a bias in our substitution

pattern inference and affect our results. By conducting se-

quence evolution simulations, we were able to show that

this cryptic variation is not likely to affect our results (for

more information, see supplementary materials and figure
6, Supplementary Material online).

GC-Content Evolution and Chromosomal
Organization

Our results show that both human and mouse lineages ex-

hibit different modes of GC-content evolution. We were

able to show that the erosion of GC-rich isochores is still on-

going in both lineages, confirming previous results (Duret

et al. 2002; Smith and Eyre-Walker 2002; Belle et al.

2004). Moreover, it has been suggested that this murid shift

was caused by recombination rates being less variable in the

mouse genome (Eyre-Walker 1993). We do indeed observe
that mouse CO rates are less variable than human CO rates

(variance 5 0.50 and 0.69 for mouse and human CO rates,

respectively). These previous studies have shown, however,

that the GC-content of GC-poor regions is increasing in

murid rodents, whereas we show that the GC-content is de-

creasing in these regions. We can explain these differences

by the small number of genes these studies relied on, ana-

lyzing the GC-content at synonymous positions (GC3).
It has been hypothesized that the decline of GC-rich iso-

chores in primates and murid rodents has been caused by

chromosomal fusions at the time of mammalian radiation,

more than 80 Ma (Duret et al. 2002) However, since this de-

cline is not shared across all mammals (Romiguier et al.

2010), it is likely that different factors influenced GC-con-

tent evolution in both human and mouse lineages. We

therefore have to specifically compare primate and murid
rodent GC-content evolution and substitution patterns.

Substitution Patterns Are under the Influence of
Male-Specific Recombination

Our results show that, in the mouse lineage, male-specific

CO rates is a better predictor of substitution patterns

than female-specific CO rates, which can be interpreted

as male-specific recombination having more impact on
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substitution patterns than female-specific recombination.
This has been previously reported in the human lineage,

which seems to indicate it is shared across mammals

(Webster et al. 2005; Duret and Arndt 2008). We can put

forward two hypotheses to explain these observations. First,

the distribution of recombining regions along chromosomes

is different for male- and female-specific recombination,

both in the human genome and in the mouse genome

(Myers et al. 2005; Paigen et al. 2008). Female recombining
regions are more numerous and more homogeneously

distributed along chromosomes than male recombining

regions, however, male recombination hotspots are more

active. This more heterogeneous distribution of recombina-

tion in males may lead to male-specific recombination rates

better predicting substitution patterns than female-specific

recombination rates. Second, meiotic recombination events

cause the formation of Holliday Junctions that are solved ei-
ther into crossovers or noncrossovers (Smith and Nicolas

1998; de Massy 2003; Baudat and de Massy 2007). Genetic

maps available for the human and mouse genomes do not

have enough resolution to show noncrossovers. It is possible

that crossovers represent a greater proportion of recombina-

tion in males than in females. One alternative is to measure

the frequency of double-strand breaks in genomic regions

and use these as a proxy measure of meiotic recombination.

gBGC Is Weaker in the Mouse Lineage Compared
with the Human Lineage

The effective population size of mice is around 30 times

greater than that of humans: it is estimated to be around

20,000 in humans and around 600,000 in mouse (Keightley

et al. 2005). gBGC should therefore be stronger in the
mouse lineage compared with the human lineage because

gBGC has a bigger impact in species with larger effective

population sizes (Nagylaki 1983). However, the effect of

gBGC appears to be weaker in mouse lineage compared

with the human lineage. We cannot claim, however, that

gBGC is generally absent in the mouse lineage as there

are reported cases showing clear evidence of gBGC inside

the mouse genome (Montoya-Burgos et al. 2003).
There are four possible explanations for this result. First,

recombination rates are lower in the mouse genome com-

pared with the human genome (Jensen-Seaman et al. 2004;

Li and Freudenberg 2009), which will cause gBGC to be

weaker in the mouse lineage compared with the human lin-

eage. Second, it cannot be excluded that recombination

events are repaired more often into crossovers than non-

crossovers in the human genome compared with the mouse
genome. This may cause CO rates to be a less accurate proxy

of meiotic recombination in the mouse genome compared

with the human genome. Third, it is possible that the hetero-

duplex length that forms during gene conversion is shorter in

mouse than in human. This will cause gBGC to affect less ba-

ses in mouse compared with human. Finally, the mismatch
repair mechanism could be less biased toward G and C bases

in the mouse genome compared with the human genome.

This will cause the fixation bias favoring G and C bases to be

lower in mouse compared with humans.

We would like to point out that the fact that recombina-

tion rates evolve rapidly in mouse species could affect our

results (Dumont et al. 2011). One way to solve this issue

would be to study substitution patterns in the mouse lineage
by comparing two closely related mouse species, using rat as

an outgroup.

Substitution Patterns Are Predicted by a Combina-
tion of Factors in Both Human and Mouse Lineages

Principal component regression results show that S/W

substitution rates in both lineages are mostly predicted by

a component, which is a combination of different factors

(GC-content, exon density, replication timing, transposable

element densities). These results can be interpreted in differ-

ent ways. First, it is possible that natural selections affect the

fixation probabilities for the substitution rates we com-
puted. Because we masked regions affected by natural se-

lection in our windows (exons), we assume that it does not

play a role on substitutions and that nucleotides are evolving

neutrally in our windows. It is also possible that meiotic re-

combination influences the fixation probabilities of substitu-

tion rates through gBGC. However, because meiotic

recombination is not the strongest predictor of these sub-

stitution rates and because it constitutes only a small frac-
tion of this component, we assume that meiotic

recombination has a low impact on fixation probabilities

for S/W substitution rates. We then assume that these

substitution rates are equal to mutation rates and therefore

interpret these results as the influence of mutation on sub-

stitution patterns. We cannot tell, however, if the factors

predicting S/W substitution rates have a direct impact

on substitution patterns or if the associations we observe
are not cause and effect associations.

CpG Odds Ratio Is the Main Predictor of W/S
Substitution Rates in the Mouse Lineage

Our results show that in the mouse lineage, CpG odds ratio

(the observed CpG frequency divided by the expected CpG

frequency) is the main predictor of W/S substitution rates,

which is not the case in the human lineage.

One might be tempted to interpret this results as due to

CpG odds ratio being a proxy measure of meiotic recombi-

nation. A link between DNA methylation (which occurs on
cytosines of CpG dinucleotides) and meiotic recombination

has been described in the human genome (Sigurdsson et al.

2009). Moreover, in the mouse lineage, we observe an as-

sociation between male CO rates and CpG odds ratio (par-

tial correlation 50.14, P value , 10�7 when controlling for
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GC-content). However, our results show us that CpG odds
ratio predicts W/S substitution rates independently of mei-

otic recombination.

First, it is possible that recombination decreases the

CpG/TpG/CpA rate by protecting CpG dinucleotides from

decaying into TpG or CpA dinucleotides. Because meiotic

recombination is not the strongest predictor of the CpG

/TpG/CpA substitution rate, meiotic recombination does

not seem to protect CpG dinucleotides. Second, meiotic
recombination could occur mostly in CpG-rich regions, for

example, CpG islands. However, no link between recombi-

nation hotspots and CpG islands has been proposed in the

mouse or the human genome (Myers et al. 2005; Paigen

et al. 2008). Also, the DNA motif associated with hotspot

activity is not CpG rich (Myers et al. 2008).

Furthermore, in principal component analysis results,

meiotic recombination and CpG odds ratio contribute to
two independent components, only the latter component

predicts W/S substitution rates. This shows that in the

mouse lineage, CpG odds ratio predicts substitution pat-

terns independently of meiotic recombination.

We cannot tell, however, if CpG content has a direct in-

fluence on W/S substitution rates or if CpG content serves

as a proxy measure for genomic factors, we did not include

in our model or if there is no cause and effect relationship
between CpG content and W/S substitution rates. Au-

thors have proposed that, in the human lineage, CpG con-

tent and substitution rates are associated through different

mechanisms such as chromatin opening linked to gene ex-

pression or error-prone repair of T:G mismatches by different

DNA polymerases (Walser and Furano 2010). Moreover,

they have found no evidence that this association is medi-

ated through fixation probabilities of mutations. The rela-
tionship between CpG content, substitution rates, and

other genomic factors needs to be further investigated in

both human and mouse lineages.

We have found that in contrast with the human lineage,

gBGC is weak in the mouse lineage and that CpG odds ratio,

not meiotic recombination is the strongest predictor of

W/S substitution rates. This reveals that isochore struc-

tures are evolving differently in both human and mouse lin-
eages and seems to indicate that this is the result of

substitution patterns being under different influences in

those lineages.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary figures 1–7 and tables 1–8 are available

at Genome Biology and Evolution online (http://www.gbe.

oxfordjournals.org/).
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